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WHAT SHOULD I KNOW WHILE I’M STILL FIGHTING MY CRIMINAL CASE? 

 
What should I tell my Public Defender? If you are not a United States Citizen, tell your public defender! Your public defender is 

required to advise you of how any criminal conviction could affect your immigration case.
1
  Do not agree to plead guilty or go to trial 

until your public defender has given you this information.  

 

If I am convicted of a crime, will I be deported? Maybe, but your public defender may be able to reduce the chances of this 

happening. If you have a green card or have any other legal status, certain convictions may make you deportable.  If you are 

undocumented, certain convictions may make it difficult or impossible to get legal status (such as a green card).  Tell your public 

defender about your immigration status so that they can protect you as much as possible.   

 

How will ICE find out that I am an immigrant? Jails give ICE every inmate’s fingerprints and sometimes the information you 

gave when you were booked into jail. ICE uses this information to tell who is an immigrant.  

 

ICE officials may also come into the jail and ask you questions about where you were born and your immigration status. You have 

a right NOT to ANSWER any questions or SIGN any documents and should NOT do so if you want to fight your 

immigration case. See the back of this page for tips if you are sure that you DO want to take voluntary departure or sign a 

deportation order.    

 

ICE may put an “ICE detainer”
2
 on you. An ICE detainer is a document asking the jail to hold you for an extra 48 hours (plus 

weekends and federal holidays) after you would be released from your criminal case, so that ICE can detain and try to deport you. 

If the jail does not release you after this time, contact your public defender immediately so that they can try to get you 

released. If you are told that you have an ICE detainer but don’t receive a copy, ask the jail for a copy.     

 

You may be able to get your ICE detainer “lifted” (removed) if any of the following circumstances exist.  Tell your public defender
3
 

1) If you were a victim or a witness to a crime; 2) if you are mentally ill or have another serious medical condition; or 3) if you are the 

sole wage-earner for your family, you are the only custodian of minor children, you have extensive family ties that have legal status in 

the U.S., you are very active in your community, or you’ve lived in the U.S. for a very long time.  

 

Should I pay my criminal bail?  If you have an ICE detainer, you may not want to pay your criminal bail because ICE will still 

detain you once you are released from criminal custody, even if your criminal case is still pending.  You could lose your bail money 

and get an arrest warrant because ICE doesn’t transfer people back to attend any pending criminal hearings. If you have an ICE 

detainer, consult with your public defender before you pay your criminal bail.   

 

What happens to the legal documents and other important documents from my criminal case? Your criminal documents may 

not be transferred with you when you are transferred into immigration custody.     

 Memorize contact information for your friends, family and public defender.   

 Tell your family members not to send originals of important documents (e.g. birth certificates, passports) in your criminal or 

immigration case, unless specifically instructed to do so by your attorney.  

 If you have a trusted friend or family member, give them copies of criminal documents or other important documents. 

 

What happens after I am released from jail in my criminal case? If you have an ICE detainer, ICE only has 48hrs (plus weekends 

and federal holidays) to come and get you.  If ICE comes and gets you during that time, you will be transferred to the Northwest 

Detention Center in Tacoma, WA. If ICE has failed to make the transfer when they are supposed to, notify your public defender or 

other attorney that your detention may be unlawful. 

 

 Family members can locate you by checking the following website: https://locator.ice.gov OR 

 By contacting the local field office: http://www.ice.gov/contact/ero/ 

 

                                                           
1 Your public defender should consult with WDAIP on your case. We can help your defender to avoid or minimize immigration consequences. 
2 Also known as an ICE hold or Immigration hold.   
3 Tell your defender to contact WDAIP for help with lifting  an ICE detainer. 
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING MY IMMIGRATION CASE?
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What are my rights in Immigration Proceedings?  
 You have the right to remain silent.  If you want to fight your immigration case, do not sign anything and do not give ICE any 

information, including where you were born or where you are from.   

 You have a right to a court interpreter so that your hearings are translated to you in a language that you understand.  

 Many people will have a right to see an immigration judge to see if there is a way to fight their case.  

 You have a right to an immigration attorney, but not at the government’s expense.  If you are mentally ill tell ICE, since you 

may have a right to a free attorney.   

 You have a right to get a list of available legal services, such as free or low cost attorneys.   

 You have a right to contact your consulate.  
 

What if I want to take “voluntarily return” or sign my deportation? Sometimes ICE will ask people if they want to sign a 

voluntary return or a voluntary departure.  ICE may say that you can fight your case from your home country, that you will not lose 

your green card, or that you will be able to return after three or ten years.   
 

 What you are usually signing is a deportation order. You cannot fight your immigration case from your home county. Most 

people will never be able to legally return to the U.S., especially if you have criminal convictions.  If you have a green card, you 

will lose it.  

 If you are certain that you do not want to fight your immigration case and that you do not want to return to the United States, you 

can sign for your deportation.  If you are deported and you try to return unlawfully, you can be prosecuted in federal court for 

illegal reentry, which carries a sentence of up to 20 years.  

 

What happens in Immigration court?  If you are detained, an immigration case can take months 

or longer.  If you are not detained, it can take years.   

 Master Calendar Hearing: These are short hearings.  At the first one, you can ask the judge 

for more time to find an immigration lawyer or to prepare your case.  

 Bond Hearing: See section below.     

 Merits/Individual Hearing:  If you want to fight your case, the merits or individual hearing is 

where you present all of your evidence and argue your case. Prepare very well for this hearing!  
 

How do I get released from Immigration Detention?  There are two points 1) by an ICE agent when booked, and 2) by the 

immigration judge after a bond hearing.  If ICE gives you a bond, pay it as soon as possible.  If the bond is too high or you do not get 

one, you can ask the judge for a bond hearing.  Not everyone is eligible for a bond; this will depend upon your criminal history. 
 

How do I get a bond hearing?  You must ASK the judge for a bond hearing, it is not automatic.  You can do this in writing or in 

person in front of the judge.  Not everyone is eligible for bond but if ICE says you’re not, check with the judge to make sure.  You 

usually only get ONE bond hearing so be prepared!  The judge will want to see that you’re 1) not a flight risk AND 2) not a danger to 

the community.  If you don’t have an attorney, submit proof of the following to the judge: 
 

(1) Proof that you have a fixed address and long residence in the U.S. (letters from friends/family, copy of your lease, copy of 

property taxes) 

(2) Proof of family ties (letters from friends/family with examples of your good character, include proof of lawful status if 

available, people with lawful status should attend hearings and tell judge that they are there)  

(3) Proof of education and employment history (pay stubs, letters from employers, copy of certificates)   

(4) Criminal history (Be ready to discuss what happened during your convictions and arrests, take responsibility, show proof of 

rehabilitation). Do NOT give your criminal documents to the government. If your criminal case is still pending, assert your Fifth 

Amendment Right to Remain Silent and do NOT answer any questions.  
 

How do I pay an Immigration Bond? Someone other than you must pay the bond.  That person must show that he or she has 

legal status. People who are undocumented should not try to pay your bond. Once the bond is paid, you will be released from 

the detention center.  Try to have someone ready to pick you up.  They can call the ICE office to see when this will be. 
 

Your bond can be paid at any ICE field office in the U.S., found here: http://www.ice.gov/contact/ero/ 
 

How do I get an Immigration Attorney? You have a right to an attorney, but not at the government’s expense.    

 If you can afford an attorney, hire one right away. Ask a nonprofit agency or your consulate for referrals to reliable 

immigration attorneys.    

 There are no free attorneys or public defenders in immigration court unless you are mentally ill.  If so, tell ICE.  

 The court will give you a list of free legal service providers. Write or call these attorneys to see if they can take your case.   

 At the detention center, the Northwest Immigrant Rights Project (NWIRP) has “Know Your Rights” or “Legal Orientation 

Programs” which are presentations on immigration proceedings and sometimes provide free case consultations and representation.  

 Sometimes there are attorneys at “master calendar” hearings who can give you brief, free advice.   

                                                           
4 This is not intended as legal advice in your immigration case.  Consult an immigration attorney for options in your individual case.   

To find out the date of your next 

immigration court hearing, call 

1-800-898-7180 and enter your 

“A” number.  

* may not list bond hearings* 


